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Abstract- In this paper we propose a new classifier called an 
Incremental Learning Algorithm based on Support Vector 
Machine with Mahalanobis distance (ISVMM). Prediction of the 
incoming data type by supervised learning of Support Vector 
Machine (SVM), reducing the step of calculation and complexity 
of the algorithm by finding a support set, error set and remaining 
set, providing of hard and soft decisions, saving the time for 
repeatedly training the datasets by applying the incremental 
learning, a new approach for building an ellipsoidal kernel for 
multidimensional data instead of a sphere kernel by using 
Mahalanobis distance, and the concept of handling the covariance 
matrix from dividing by zero are various features of this new 
algorithm. To evaluate the classification performance of the 
algorithm, it was applied on intrusion prevention by employing 
the data from the third international knowledge discovery and 
data mining tools competition (KDDcup’99). According to the 
experimental results, ISVMM can predict well on all of the 41 
features of incoming datasets without even reducing the enlarged 
dimensions and it can compete with the similar algorithm which 
uses a Euclidean measurement at the kernel distance. 
Keywords: Incremental Learning, Support Vector Machine, 
Mahalanobis, Euclidean, Kernel, Intrusion Prevention. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Intrusion prevention is a relatively new field which tries to 
predict computer attacks by examining various data records. 
Early IPS was IDS that was able to implement prevention 
commands to firewalls and access control changes to routers. 
At the market of networking technology, there are a lot of 
commercially available tools. The majority problems of 
commercially available tools today are that they: 
• need to regularly update the attack-type database 
• are sensitive to unknown attacks that the system has never 
seen before 
• in spite of being detected, it is still hard to prevent the new 
attacks 
• rarely to detect the attack in actual real-time 
• are cost sensitive and cannot extensible  
Most of the powerful data mining algorithms can predict what 
is going on at the next stage after training enough amounts of 
old data records. Application of data mining technology in 
Intrusion Detection/Prevention becomes a hot spot in current 
research. There are many existing classifiers based on 
Incremental Learning such as Online Support Vector 
Regression [2], Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) [3], 
Mahalanobis Distance-Based ARTMAP Network [4], Fuzzy 
ARTMAP [5], and Incremental Learning Algorithm based on 
Mahalanobis distance (ILM) [6], etc. Normally, the ability to 
learn a stream of input data is the common weak point of most 
of the existing classifiers. 
 In the real world, upcoming input data streams are arising 
continuously. In the process of building this new algorithm, the 
incremental learning is the most critical step. The main reason 
to use incremental learning is that there is no need to wait until 
all samples are ready.  
 Support Vector Machines (SVMs) have become a popular 
tool for learning with large amounts of high dimensional data. 
This is because of the fact that the generalization property of a 
SVM does not depend on all the training data but only a subset 
thereof, the so-called Support Vectors. The advantages of 
support vector machines are that can improve generalization 
ability and can predict well by supervised learning. However, 
one of the drawbacks of normal SVM algorithm is that it works 
in batch mode only. Most of the existing kernels employed in 
nonlinear SVMs measure the similarity between a pair of 
pattern images based on the Euclidean inner product or the 
Euclidean distance of corresponding input patterns [7].  
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    This paper presents a new classifier namely Incremental 
Learning Algorithm based on Support Vector Machine with 
Mahalanobis distance (ISVMM). The proposed classifier is 
applied for Intrusion Prevention as an example application. It 
fills the weak point of normal SVM by incremental learning 
and improves its performance with Mahalanobis distance. This 
new algorithm can possibly add and delete elements in the 
machine without   restarting the training from the beginning.  
II. DERIVATION OF THE NEW ALGORITHM 
A. Support Vector Machines 
   When input data is two sets of vectors in an n-dimensional 
space, SVM will construct a separating hyperplane in the space 
which maximizes the margin between the two data sets. If 
there exists no hyperplane that can split the "yes" and "no" 
examples, the Soft Margin method will choose a hyperplane 
that splits the examples as cleanly as possible [8]. In this 
condition, it needs to increase the Quadratic Programming 
Problem of normal SVM by adding a bound in order to set the 
tolerance on errors number that can be committed. Because of 
minimization pro i traints ൒  0. blem, t can be set all the cons
                     min ଵ
ଶ
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B. Calculation of Kernel Based on the Mahalanobis distance 
     For this Qua n P o e t c  of ݂ ሺܠሻ in 
the new sample
dratic Optimizatio r bl m, he predi tion
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In this equation, the dot product of (ܠ  ൉  ܠ࢏ ) means each sample is 
multiplied by the value of the examples trained. If instead of a simple 
multiplication, other more complicated operations come into play the 
end result changes. Substitution of ሺܠ  ൉  ܠ࢏ሻ in the expression with 
another function, called the Kernel Function, which allows growth of 
the SVM solu o ading facility, kernel function 
can be defined
ti n [4].  To increase the re
 as: 
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The matrix Q contains the values of kernel function and it is called 
kernel matrix. It is useful to save kernel function values in this way for 
computational reasons. The similarity between the pattern images 
૖ ሺܠ௜ሻ  and ૖ ሺܠ௝ሻ measured by the kernel functions is based on 
Mahalanobis d aist nce.  
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The Mahalanobis distance can be applied directly to modeling 
problems as a replacement for the Euclidean distance. When 
using the Mahalanobis distance measurement at the kernel, the 
problem of singularity covariance matrices (K) or NaN (Not-a-
Number) result will be happened. To handle the covariance 
matrix (۹  ) from dividing by zero he (α۷୬ ) concept was 
introduced to eliminate the ingula t atrix problem.  
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The recurrent computation of covariant matrix in ISVMM is 
adapted from the ILM algorithm [6] and SFAM algorithm [9].   
C. Calculation of Lagrange function [2,10, and 11] 
    From the minimization problem, it can be calculated a Lagrange 
function which includes all the constraints, introducing some 
Lagrange multipliers.  
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After substituting the new definitions of w, ߟ௜, ߟ௜כ that derive by 
the partial derivatives of the Lagrangian and deleting some 
nece bec  un ssary parts, Lagrange functions omes:
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D. Calculation of Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions [2,10] 
    All we need e relation
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The Incremental Support Vector Machine algorithm main 
purpose is to verify these condition after that a new sample is 
added. 
E. Calculation fo vin  r Sample Mo g
 of th  algo it m  c pute
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Using Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions, the samples 
can be divided into three sets.  The goal is to find a way to add 
a new sample to one of the three sets maintaining KKT 
conditio  ns consistent. 
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These following equations are necessary for considering least 
variation for the samples movement.  
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III. ISVMM ALGORITHM 
 After long math proofs and analysis ISVMM, the algorithm 
is finally shown by pseudo-code format. 
 Input 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A. New Sample Training Pseudo-code 
1. Training { …… ݈ሽ  set  ܠ࢏, ݕ௜, i ൌ  1…
2. Weights ߠ௜ , ݅ ൌ 1……… . ݈ 
3. Bias b 
4. Training set partition into Support set (S), Error 
set (E) and Remaining set (R) 
5. Parameters : ϵ, C, Kernel Type and Kernel 
parameters 
6. R Matrix 
7. New Sample C = ( ܠ௖ , ݕ௖ ሻ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Add ܠࢉ, ݕ  Training set   ( ௖ሻ  at the
 
3. Compu    and    ݄ ሺ ܠ௖ሻ 
2. Set ߠ௖ = 0
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4. If ( | h ( ܠ௖ሻ | ൏  ߳   )  
ple to he R and exit 
5. Compute   h ( ܠ௜ ሻ,   i ൌ 1……… ݈ 
Add New Sam  t
6. While (New Sample is not A d ind ed to a set) 
d γ 
6.2. Find east variations ( ۺ܍, ۺܚ ሻ 
6.1. Update the values β an
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 M tion   
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6.7. Update  ݄ ሺܠ௜ሻ, i ϵ ܧ U ܴ 
     6.8.      Switch Flag 
6.8.1  (Flag = 1) 
                             Add New Sample to S 
                             Add New Sample to R Matrix and Exit 
6.8.2  (Flag = 2) 
                              Add ample to E and Exit New S
lag = 3) 
                             If (ߠ௜ ൌ 0 ሻ 
6.8.3   (F
 Move S m l f om S to R             a p e  ݈ 
e Samp e 
                             Else   [ ߠ௜ ൌ |C|ሿ
r
                             Remov  ݈ from R Matrix l
                             Move Sample ݈ f om S to E 
 
r
                             Remove Samp  ݈ from R Matrix le
 Move Sampl ݈ from E to S 
6.8.4  (Flag = 4) 
e 
                             Add Sample ݈ om R Matrix  fr
                            Move Sampl  ݈ from R to S 
6.8.5  (Flag = 5) 
e
                            Add Sample ݈ to R Matrix 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B. Output 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
C. ܮ஼ଵ Variation 
     Th s f n considered is that new sample of | h (ܠ௜ሻ| 
reach quently the Support set. 
i irst variatio
es | ϵ | and conse
D. ܮ஼ଶ ܸܽݎ݅ܽݐ݅݋݊ 
     T is second variation measures the distance of the new 
samp  from the Error set. 
h
le
E. ܮ௦ Variation 
This third variation measures the distance of each Support 
sample to Error or Remaining set. The Sample’s direction 
depe d  on the direction of the new sample and by the value of  
β୧ . If it is negative, the sample goes in the opposite direction.  
n s
F. ܮா Variation 
     The fourth variation measures the distance of each error sample to 
Support Set. The samples’ direction depends on the direction of the 
new mple and by the value of  ߛ௜. If it is negative, the sample goes 
in the posite direction. 
sa
 op
G. ܮோ Variation 
    The last variation measures the distance of each remaining 
sample to Support set. The samples’ direction depends on the 
direction of the new sample and by the value of ߛ௜ . If it is 
negative, the sample goes in the opposite direction. 
H. Stabilization Procedure 
     For each sample S in the training set, if S doesn’t verify KKT 
conditions, the algorithm will forget S and train S again. 
 
TABLE II 
PREDICTION RESULTS OF ISVMM APPLIED ON INTRUSION PREVENTION 
 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
To test the classification performance of ISVMM, it was 
applied on Intrusion Prevention by employing the KDD dataset. 
The attack types were assigned into DOS- 1, R2L- 2, U2R- 3, 
Probing- 4 and Normal- 5 according to their categories. 
Moreover, the protocol types were assigned to tcp- 1, udp- 2, 
icmp-3 and smtp-4 and also all of the other nominal values 
such as service, and flag were assigned to each numeric value 
respectively. For preventing the loss of information, we used 
all of the 41 features of these datasets without removing any 
dimension. For implementation, 3882 samples were randomly 
selected for training and 1957 for testing. There is completely 
without overlapping the data with the training and testing 
dataset. To demonstrate the performance as shown in Table II, 
we compared the experimental results of ISVMM against with 
the similar algorithm, OnlineSVR which uses Euclidean 
distance. For this experiment, we set the value of user 
definable parameter of C, Epsilon, kernel type and kernel 
parameter to be 10, 0.1, RBF and 30 respectively. 
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